
Charity Backer Program for Windy City Poker Championship 
 

Hosting charity reserves the right to change or alter this promotion at any time. Format as of Dec 1st, 2019 
 Charity backer seats may be added to any tournament at the discretion of host charity. Funds will be collected 

for seats from either the promotional fund or in part from the prize pool or hosting charity revenue 
 Charity backer seats have funds returned to host charity before 20% of profit. % may change in certain 

scenarios 
 Charity backer seats apply to only the event designated for return of funds and profit. For example if you win 

a charity backer seat for a cash payout tournament and do not win but buy yourself into that same event on a 
different flight then its all part of the same partnership. If you were to not win and play a different event that 
day say a $50 SNG or $70 bounty then the return of the funds is no longer valid. This is the same format as 
applied to Toledo WCPC trips 

 % of profit returned may change depending on the seats awarded but generally will be 20%. Events such as 
$3,000 free-rolls may have higher % returned to host charity based on the design 

 Players will be responsible for keeping track of their out of pocket costs for any seats they play via the charity 
backer program design. This ensures they will receive their funds back first before the charity gets their entry 
and 20% profit. Example below 

 Charity Backer qualifier seats have the % and entry donated back throughout the entire qualifier process and 
applies to the Round #1 $125 seats and or Round #2 $350 seats.  

 Charity backer promotional seats have same rules applied to the below details 
 
The reason the % and return of funds are designed this way is to allow for the project to fund itself over time. While 
most of the players will not make it to the money, the remainder that do allow for us to continue the project. Without 
having the partnership continue over the same events then the worry is the player may play their entry via the charity 
reckless or fast and bust quick and then opt in themselves to then play in a way that will maximize their winnings. A 
player may surrender their charity stack for an out of pocket re-buy as well. So those potential out of pocket entries 
must still apply to the same % break down as if they were all part of the same pot. The return is minimal at 20% for that 
exact reason as it anticipates you the player putting some of your money into continuing to play. The opportunity have 
had played for free or for only $10 or $15 bonus with only 20% and original money back is a great option. It has 
allowed around 5 players the opportunity for less than $30 to win upwards of $8,000 or more combined together! 
 
Remember that around 70% of all the pot collected in the qualifiers and tournaments are because of the charity backer 
seats in them. So it is a privilege to be able to participate in them without having to buy-in at full price and in order to 
continue that we have the below scenarios explaining how you the player still walk away with a big payout even with 
the original entry and 20% back to host charity. 
 
If you the player win a $125 round #1 qualifier and are not successful with that entry but decide to buy directly into 
round #2 after you complete your $125 qualifier from the charity then your entry into the second round eliminates the 
charity backer %. Remember its designed to be part of the same event. So if you buy yourself into round #1 on your 
own or re-buy then the partnership continues but as soon as you purchase yourself into a different event then it would 
not apply. The only time it carries over is if you were to advance from the first event into the second and then into the 
main event. 
 
Seats in the charity backer that are combined to advance to another round have the charity backer partnership follow 
with it. For example if you win (2) $125 seats with a pre paid value of $200 and decide to buy into the round #2 with 
the difference you would pay out of pocket the upgrade of $100+$15 to play round #2. The 20% still applies along with 
funds back AFTER you the player recover your revenue first. Scenario is below for that circumstance. 
 
Promotional seats are not transferable or combinable for an upgrade. Players with promotional seats will be informed 
via email. Those seats MUST be played in the event assigned. Charity backer seats are not transferable or redeemable 
for other events without prior approval by tournament director or host charity under special circumstances. The seats 
are designed for a reason to be part of that event for maximum participation but due to family emergencies, health, or 
international travel seats may be adjusted to another event or transferred if approved.  

 
Scenario #1 
Player wins a $135 Charity Backer Seat for Memorial Weekend 2019 or Thanksgiving 2019 
Player does optional $15 bonus for max stack…player does $50 Add-on for Day #2 
 
Player finishes in the money for $1,000 Player receives their $15+$50 back first 
Host charity receives their $135 back Profit left is $800 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $160 Player receives $640 via ICGA 



Total funds for charity are $295 Total funds for player are $705 
 
Scenario #2 
Player wins a $135 Charity Backer Seat for Memorial Weekend 2019 or Thanksgiving 2019 
Player does optional $15 bonus for max stack…player rebuys for $135+$15….player does $50 Add-on for Day #2 
 
Player finishes in the money for $1,000 Player receives their $15+$50+$150 back first 
Host charity receives their $135 back Profit left is $650 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $130 Player receives $520 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $265 Total funds for player are $735 
 
Scenario #3 
Player wins (2) $135 Charity Backer Seats for Memorial Weekend 2019 or Thanksgiving 2019 
Player does optional $15 bonus for max stack…player rebuys for $135+$15….player does $50 Add-on for Day #2 
 
Player finishes in the money for $1,000 Player receives their $15+$50+$150 back first 
Host charity receives their $270 back Profit left is $515 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $103 Player receives $412 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $373 Total funds for player are $627 
 
Scenario #4 
Player wins (2) $135 Charity Backer Seats for Memorial Weekend 2019 or Thanksgiving 2019 
Player does optional $15 bonus for max stack…player rebuys for $135+$15….player does $50 Add-on for Day #2 
 
Player finishes in the money for $400 Player receives their $15+$50+$150 back first 
Host charity receives $185 back Cash is less than funds put into event so no profit share split 
This is similar to a player who will min cash an event even if they put in more than the amount. Return of some 
funds better than none with the player getting their funds back before host charity 
 
Scenario #5 
Player wins (3) $135 Charity Backer Seats for Memorial Weekend 2019 or Thanksgiving 2019 
Player does optional $15 bonus for max stack…player rebuys twice for $135+$15….player does $50 Add-on for 
Day #2 
 
Player finishes in the money for $2,500 Player receives their $15+$50+$150+$150 back first 
Host charity receives their $405 back Profit left is $1,730 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $346 Player receives $1,384 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $751 Total funds for player are $1,749 
 
Scenario #6 
Player wins (1) $125 Round #1 Charity Backer Seats for Feb 2020 Qualifiers into the $3k event 
Player does optional $10 bonus for max stack…player rebuys twice for $40+$10….player advances to second 
round and does $15 add-on and does not re-buy, player advances to $3k event and does $30 bonus but does not re-
buy 
 
Player finishes in the money for $4,500 Player receives their $10+$50+$15+$30 back first 
Host charity receives their $125 back as a $100 value via pre paid entry 
Profit left is $4,295 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $859 Player receives $2,436 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $959 Total funds for player are $3,541 
 
Scenario #7 
Player wins (2) $125 Round #1 Charity Backer Seats for Feb 2020 Qualifiers into the $3k event 
Player does optional $10 bonus for max stack on first bullet and does not advance…player does second entry $0 
max stack….player rebuys twice for $40+$10….player advances to second round and does $15 add-on and does 
not re-buy, player advances to $3k event and does $30 bonus…player re-buys for $1,000 in $3k event 
 
Player finishes in the money for $5,000 Player receives their $10+$10+$50+$15+$30+$1,000 back first 
Host charity receives their $250 back as a $200 value via pre paid entry 
Profit left is $3,635 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $737 Player receives $2,948 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $937 Total funds for player are $4,063 



 
Scenario #8 
Player wins (1) $350 Round #2 Charity Backer Seat for Feb 2020 Qualifiers into the $3k event 
Player does optional $15 bonus for max stack on first bullet and does not advance…player decides to re-buy out of 
pocket for $100+$15 and advances to final. Player does $30 add-on in $3k main 
 
Player finishes in the money for $3,500 Player receives their $15+$115+$30 back first 
Host charity receives their $350 back as a $300 value via pre paid entry 
Profit left is $3,040 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $608 Player receives $2,432 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $908 Total funds for player are $2,592 
 
 
Scenario #9 
Player wins (2) $125 Round #1 Charity Backer Seat for Feb 2020 Qualifiers into the $3k event 
Player decides to use seats for upgrade to round #2 and pays $100+$15 out of pocket for pre paid Round #2 entry 
@ $300 value 
Player re-buys in Round #2 for $50 and does end of entry $20 add on.  
Player advances to $3k main event and does $30 add on out of pocket but no re-buy 
 
Player finishes in the money for $6,500 Player receives their $115+$50+$20+$30 back first 
Host charity receives their $250 back as a $200 value via pre paid entry 
Profit left is $6,085 with 20% charity and 80% player 
Charity receives $1,217    Player receives $4,868 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $1,417  Total funds for player are $5,083 
 
 
Scenario #10 
Player wins (2) $125 Round #1 Charity Backer Seat for Feb 2020 Qualifiers into the $3k event 
Player does initial $10 bonus for both and does not advance 
Player decides to buy into Round #2 Directly for $300+$15 and advances to $3k main and finishes 2nd 
 
Player finishes in the money for $14,500  
Player does not owe any % back to host charity or original entry and keeps all winnings via the Illinois Charitable 
Games Act 
 
 
Scenario #11 – Special Scenario of combining seats and upgrading 
Player wins (2) $125 Round #1 Charity Backer Seat for Feb 2020 Qualifiers into the $3k event 
Player decides to use seats for upgrade to round #2 and pays $100+$15 out of pocket for pre paid Round #2 entry 
@ $300 value 
Player re-buys in Round #2 for $50 and does end of entry $20 add on. Does not advance 
Player decides to buy into Round #2 on own for $300+$15 
Player advances to $3k main event and does $30 add on out of pocket but no re-buy 
 
Player finishes in the money for $6,500 Player receives their $115+$50+$20+$30+$300+$15 back first 
Host charity receives their $250 back as a $200 value via pre paid entry 
Profit left is $5,770 with 15% charity and 85% player – This adjustment is due to the combining of seats and high 
amount paid by host player into the event. Without the first combined seats not being successful the player may 
not have paid their own way and been successful. 
Charity receives $865    Player receives $4,905 via ICGA 
Total funds for charity are $1,065  Total funds for player are $5,435 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Must be 18 or older to play. Players must present a valid US Government issued photo ID in order to participate or collect 
winnings. Hosting Charity reserves the right to alter, modify, or cancel tournament at anytime. Gambling problem? Call 1-

800-426-2537. For more information call 708-935-2861 or E-mail kirk@windycitypokerchampionship.com 

mailto:kirk@windycitypokerchampionship.com



